The 1st Chain of the Digitization of Global Asset Rights and Interests

Please read this disclaimer carefully.
If you have any question about your possible actions, please consult your legal,
financial, tax or other professional advisers.
The information presented in this white paper is only descriptive without any
contractual relationship elements. The contents of this white paper are neither binding
to the Complete New Commerce Chain foundation nor the "CNC- Chain", which may
change with the continuous development of the Complete New Commerce Chain
platform and the CNC-Chain protocol. Neither does this white paper constitute any
recommendation in investment, legal, tax, regulatory, financial, accounting or other
aspects , nor does it provide a sole basis for the transaction assessment of the purchase
of Complete New Commerce Coin or the encrypted digital currency (hereinafter
referred to as "Token") issued by the entity. Before buying Token, potential buyers
should consult their legal, investment, tax, accounting or other advisers to determine
the potential benefits, burdens or other consequences of such transactions.
The contents in this white paper shall neither be deemed as a prospectus or an
investment invitation of any kind, nor be related with the offering or solicitation to
purchase any securities in any jurisdiction. If the laws and regulations of any
jurisdiction prohibit or restrict the transactions in any way involving or using Token,
this white paper is not prepared in accordance with such laws and regulations and is
not subject to the laws and regulations of the jurisdiction. Several statements,
estimates, and financial information contained in this white paper are forward-looking
statements or information. Such forward-looking statements or information involve
known or unknown risks and uncertainties that may result in significant differences
between the actual event or result and the estimate or result implied or indicated in
such forward-looking statements or information. Token holders are neither allowed to
provide or distribute tokens to citizens, natural persons, legal persons and partners

who have habitual residence, place and company in the following countries/regions,
nor can Token be resold to such persons or transferred by other means:
1. China, the United States (including U.S. States and the District of Columbia),
Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands or any other territory of the United States.
2. Countries or regions where Token is prohibited or restricted in any way by
applicable laws and regulations. If such restricted person buys Token, it is illegal,
unauthorized and deceptive, and the one should bear any negative consequence alone.
The company will not exert any action that is regulated in China and South Korea or
any place with restrictive regulations which require the use and transactions of Token
should be complied with law and regulation or registered and licensed by the
government. Each Token buyer should keep in mind that this white paper provides
them with the condition that they can legally present this document according to the
law of the purchaser's jurisdiction. The responsibility of potential Token buyers is to
determine whether they can legally buy the Token in the jurisdiction where the Token
is purchased, and whether they can then resell the Token to other buyers in any
particular jurisdiction.

After years of development, the asset rights and interests has developed from the
propertilization of asset rights and interests and the securitization of asset rights and
interests to the digitization of asset rights and interests. With the gradual maturity of
the blockchain technology, the asset rights and interests in the future will be achieved
through the application of blockchain innovation technology, resulting conveniently
completion of the digitalization of asset rights and interests, so as to make the
circulation of assets more efficient and credible. The CNC-Chain, as the alliance
Chain of digital assets equity released by the new economic and commerce campaign
organization, aims to create a new, authentic and credible asset equity ecosystem. An
equity community platform for digital assets based on blockchain technology is used
to integrate enterprise resources in the future alliance.
In the CNC-Chain ecology, the Token issued under the ethereum ERC-20 agreement
is called "CNC-Coin", which is a new crypto digital currency system. CNC-Coin
anchors the total value of assets and equity of all enterprises in the CNC-Chain
alliance. The purpose of its creation is to digitize the asset rights and interests of
CNC-Chain alliance enterprise, to carry out asset rights and interests swap with other
alliance enterprises in the community, and to facilitate its usage in business scenarios
for the community alliance enterprises. CNC-Coin will facilitate the circulation of
asset rights and interests among alliance enterprises. It will serve as the circulation
certificate to realize value exchange between community alliance enterprises and
community members, so that multiple assets can achieve win-win results through the
digitalization of asset rights and interests.
1. As an alliance platform, CNC-Chain is used to acquire the asset rights and
interests of alliance enterprises, which will be operated by the foundation voted by
all Token holders.
2. When using Token, enterprises on the alliance Chain of CNC-Chain regard Token
as "Token", instead of "payment currency". For example, in the scene of

commodity exchange, users use "cash + Token" to get the right of return when
they recharge their Token, the more Token they use, the more ratio of return they
can get. In scenarios such as eco-farm, users can get a superior option or discount
when they pay for a farm land or a service by using a mixture of cash and tokens.
As a digital community of global asset rights and interests, CNC-Chain will
continue to inject high-quality assets in accordance with the principle of openness,
integrity and transparency and constantly seek for more participants with
consensus. The high liquidity and harmony brought by digitalization have made
the ecological value continuously enhanced.
Currently, enterprises joining in the ecological alliance of CNC-Chain are as follows:
Zhongmo Commodity Futures Exchange, Yuanchao general trading LLc, Washi
Technology, Guoang Investment, China Council for International Investment
Promotion, Jixianlin Foundation, the New Asia Pacific Group, the Sino-EU
Communication Association, Morocco government, the Association of Chinese
Minority ‘s Ancient Cultural Relics, South Korean Buddhist Group, Korean Institute
of Ancient Culture, the Financial Development Research Center of China, Huayu
Kawei Asset Management co., LTD and etc.
CNC-Chain has set up a foundation in Singapore, which acts as an executor of
managing community asset rights and interests, adopting the mechanisms of
decentralization, non-tampering, point-to-point, data traceability and etc., and using
the foundation-node voting mechanism to publish the accounting book to the
community. CNC-Chain will be the leading community in this field.

1.1 The Summary of Assets Rights and Interests
After years of development, the asset rights and interests has developed from the
propertilization of asset rights and interests and the securitization of asset rights and
interests to the digitization of asset rights and interests. With the gradual maturity of
the blockchain technology, the asset rights and interests in the future will be achieved
through the application of blockchain innovation technology, resulting conveniently
completion of the digitalization of asset rights and interests, so as to make the
circulation of assets more efficient and credible.

(1) The propertilization of asset rights and interests is the process of transforming
articles into asset rights and interests. The articles themselves, such as houses,
were originally built by humans for living. Yet with the development of society,
"land deeds" and "house deeds" appear to prove the ownership of assets and
serve as transaction documents. This process is turning assets into property
right.
(2) The securitization of asset rights and interests refers to the process of turning
asset rights and interests into securities, which is not the narrow definition
made by investment banking - ABS asset-backed securities, but a generalized
process of turning assets into stocks, bonds, usufruct. In this process, assets
can be moderately segmented, being exchanged in the special places stipulated
by the state. In recent years, these assets have received the good liquidity
thanks to the Internet.
(3) With the progress and application of blockchain technology, the digitization of
asset rights and interests/the process of asset on-chain is to complete the
registration, transaction, settlement and other links of assets on the blockchain,
and the settlement shall be carried out by the compliance institution according
to the records on the chain, so as to make transactions decentralized without
relying on platform, and to facilitate the circulation of asset rights and
interests.

The three stages of asset rights and interests represent the continuous in-depth
exploration of the forms and circulation of asset rights and interests in the
three eras. Through development, more assets will choose digitalization as the
manifestation and circulation forms of rights and interests in the future.
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1.2 The Elements of Digitization of Asset Rights and
Interests
1. Asset is the core
First of all, it depends on a certain type of specific assets no matter in the
propertilization, securitization or digitization of asset rights and interests. Secondly,
the form of the asset itself depends on the type of the assets and the specific needs of
the asset owner. The asset form includes currency asset, commodity asset, property
right asset, creditor's right asset, equity asset and other derivative asset.

2. Confirmation is the guarantee
The propertilization, securitization and digitization of asset rights and interests are all
subject to confirmation. The ownership of blockchain of assets is based on
propertilization and securitization. Due to the complex physical world problems
involved in the confirmation of rights, it cannot be replaced by the work on the
blockchain alone, which is embodied in two aspects: (1) Confirmation is needed to

ensure the corresponding relationship between the assets on the chain and the assets
out of the chain; (2) At the operational and legal level, it is necessary to ensure that
the assets and transactions on the blockchain are updated synchronously with their
information out of the blockchain.

3. Circulation is the value
Asset transactions on the blockchain can remove unnecessary transaction
intermediaries and improve assets liquidity. Assets with high liquidity in the trading
market will get a higher valuation, because the market will require the risk premium
compensation due to the low liquidity. Higher valuations make refinancing more
efficient and give it an edge when it comes to asset consolidation.
The digitization of the asset blockchain will make the asset have extremely high
liquidity. For example, the first mature application of the blockchain, bitcoin, can
appear in the market with an epoch-making status, in addition to its technical
connotation, more importantly, thanks to the value circulation problem perfectly being
solved.
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1.3 The Practice of Digitization of Asset Rights and Interests
(1) The private equity is on-chain, such as the NASDAQ LINQ system. Nasdaq, the
U.S stock exchange, began exploring asset-on-chain practices as early as 2015.
Although NASDAQ itself is still a platform in the stage of securitization, the LINQ
system it launched in the private equity market is a platform based on blockchain
technology. To some extent, we can consider it an important transition from the stage
of securitization to the stage of blockchainization. The main function of this platform
is equity management and transaction. Through this system, enterprises in LINQ can
register their shares on the blockchain, and investment institutions in LINQ can easily
find the financing needs of enterprises. The platform also has an online signing
function, but the signing is not valid to the outside, and it still needs to be registered
by government departments to produce industrial and commercial validity.
(2) The shares of listed companies are on-chain, such as the OVERSTOCK system.
OVERSTOCK, a well-known American listed company, has developed a securities
trading platform called T0. T0 means T+0 settlement, a transcendent improvement on
the existing T+3 stock settlement in the United States. In addition to the settlement
process, OVERSTOCK goes a step further than LINQ, that is, from the private
placement stage to the public offering stage (through the acquisition of an ATS
company, approved by SEC, the U.S securities regulator), the shares of
OVERSTOCK can be traded on both NASDAQ and its own OVERSTOCK
blockchain platform.
(3) Various financial assets are on the chain, such as bytom. Bytom is a kind of block
chain interaction protocol of diversified digital assets. Different types of assets
(earnings right, non-listed equity right, creditor's right, digital currency, etc.) running
on bytom can be exchanged, making bets and conducting complex interactive
operations based on smart contracts through this protocol. The bytom has established
cooperative relations with some local financial asset exchanges, local equity
exchanges and local commodity trading centers, which not only endows them with
technical skills, but also exports the assets on the chain to the exchanges according to

the varieties and demands, so that they can truly gain profits on the chain and achieve
win-win results.
Hitherto, the exploration of the digitalization of asset rights and interests has not
stopped. In this context, CNC-Chain will create a community for global digitalization
of asset rights and interests.
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2.1 Introduction of CNC-Chain
Complete New Commerce Chain (hereinafter referred to as "CNC -Chain") is a digital
community platform for asset rights and interests driven by blockchain technology. It
aims to build a win-win economy by integrating the asset rights and interests of all
alliance participants in the community. As an alliance chain of digital asset rights and
interests, CNC-Chain aims to create a new and authentic asset rights and interests
ecosystem.
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In CNC-Chain ecology, based on CNC-Chain, Token is issued as " CNC-Coin ",
which is a new crypto digital currency system. CNC-Coin anchors the total value of
assets and equity of all alliance enterprises in the new commerce chain. The purpose
of its creation is to digitize the asset rights and interests of CNC-Chain alliance
enterprise, to carry out asset rights and interests swap with other alliance enterprises
in the community, and to facilitate its usage in business scenarios for the community
alliance enterprises. Each member of the ecology digitizes and puts their assets on the
CNC-Chain ecology after passing the rigorous evaluation process by the foundation
and the independent third party. CNC-Coin will facilitate the circulation of asset
rights and interests among alliance enterprises. It will serve as the circulation
certificate to realize value exchange among community alliance enterprises and
community members, so that multiple assets can achieve win-win results through the
digitalization of asset rights and interests.
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CNC-Chain will set up a foundation overseas, which will serve as the core institution
of asset rights and interests operation, adopting the mechanisms of decentralization,
non-tampering, point-to-point, data traceability and etc., and using the foundation
node voting mechanism to publish the accounting book to the community.

Currently, enterprises joining in the ecological alliance of CNC-Chain are as follows:
Zhongmo Commodity Futures Exchange, Yuanchao general trading LLc, Washi
Technology, Guoang Investment, China Council for International Investment
Promotion, Jixianlin Foundation, the New Asia Pacific Group, the Sino-EU
Communication Association, Morocco government, the Association of Chinese
Minority ‘s Ancient Cultural Relics, South Korean Buddhist Group, Korean Institute
of Ancient Culture, the Financial Development Research Center of China, Huayu
Kawei Asset Management co., LTD and etc.

2.2 The Value of CNC-Chain
As a community of digitalization of global asset rights and interests, CNC-Chain will
continue to inject quality assets in accordance with the principle of openness, integrity
and transparency and constantly seek more consensus. The high liquidity and
harmony brought by digitalization have made the ecological value continuously
enhanced.

2.3 The Business Logic of CNC-Chain
CNC-Chain will build a community that reflects the overall value of digitized asset
rights and interests. The goal is to bring corporate asset rights and interests on the
alliance chain into the cryptocurrency market. To achieve this goal, the community
will choose an experienced team through voting to carry out asset discovery,
evaluation and digital execution. The injection process of high-quality assets will
transfer value to CNC-Chain.
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As a diversified portfolio, our asset equity portfolio will extend to all levels of the
market. The whole ecological value is shared by community participants through the
transfer from CNC-Coin to the asset rights and interests on chain.

2.3.1 Industry Collaboration of CNC-Chain
By collaborating the enterprises on chain and relying on its cluster basis and
comparative advantages, CNC-Chain establish the mechanism of the coordinated
development for the enterprises on chain and co-create the high-quality industry
collaboration on chain. CNC-Chain expands the scale of the assets to facilitate

enterprises joining the alliance chain in the future to obtain more dividends of assets,
by digging out valuable enterprises constantly and orderly promoting CNC-Chain’s
efficiency in the trans-regional, cross-industry fields, and the ability of sustainable
development as well as by establishing and improving the ecological linkage
mechanism of the alliance chain and building up ecological barrier together.

2.3.2 The Effect of Co-creation of CNC-Chain
Based on the collection of trans-platform and cross-industry enterprises on chain, yet
various enterprises on chain have their own flow and valuable asset rights and
interests and hence integration cannot be fully realized, CNC-Chain, as a platform for
alliance chain, is obliged to break down the barriers and co-integrate the abundant
resources, enabling the resources to circulate efficiently within trans-platform and
cross-industry, so as to create the effect of high-speed circulation and enhance the
value of the asset rights and interests on chain.

2.3.3 The Incentive Mechanism of CNC-Chain
In order to get more enterprises to join in the alliance chain, CNC-Chain has
established an incentive mechanism of "unearthing new alliance members", enabling
participants to actively explore potential alliance users both inside and outside the
ecology. Multi-dimensional contributions such as project attention, participation,
dissemination, equity exchange and on-chain will be transformed into contributions to
the whole ecology.

In traditional alliance, enterprise group, capital system and other systems, the core
problem is that for the ecosystem, it is difficult to make all the participants of the
alliance enjoy equal and balanced benefits through a reasonable cross-shareholding
scheme. CNCC solves the problem of alliance equity by injecting assets into the
overall ecology and transferring values to Token.
CNC-Coin's economic model is based on alliance blockchain. In the ecosystem,
Token is the Complete New Commerce Coin, or CNCC, tol be issued based on the
ethereum ERC-20 agreement. CNCC is a new cryptocurrency system that anchors the
sum of the asset rights and interests value of all CNC-Chain alliance enterprises. The
purpose of its creation is to digitize the asset rights and interests of CNC-Chain
alliance enterprise, to carry out asset rights and interests swap with other alliance
enterprises in the community, and to facilitate its usage in business scenarios for the
community alliance enterprises. CNC-Coin will facilitate the circulation of assets and
interests among alliance enterprises. It will serve as the circulation certificate to
realize value exchange between community alliance enterprises and community
members, so that multiple assets can achieve win-win results through the
digitalization of assets.

3.1 CNC-Coin
CNCC alliance is jointly initiated by the participants of the CNC-Chain ecology. In
the alliance, the Token of CNC-Coin will be used for:
1. Acquiring asset rights and interests of alliance members;
2. Payment to the participant providing the service;
3. Holders will also use Token to transfer their rights and interests;
4. As an incentive mechanism, CNCC rewards operators involved in the
development and maintenance of the alliance.

3.2 The Value of CNC-Coin
The members of the CNC-Chain alliance are organized as a collective economy.
1. Members of each alliance will “tokenize” part of their asset rights and interests as
the flow credential of this kind of equity, and this part will be injected to make Token
have property asset attribute;
2. By developing new community participants (enterprises or influential individuals)
to continuously inject assets, Token’s value will continue to increase. At the same time,
Token can be used to add value to community units which will reversely benefit the
participants and enhance the value of the whole community. The asset rights and
interests shall be owned by all the holders of CNCC.

3.3 The Anchor of CNC-Coin
CNCC Token anchors the sum of asset rights and interests of all alliance enterprises in
the new commerce chain.
As the value basis of the entire ecology of CNC-Chain, it provides strong support for
Token circulation within the ecology or in the secondary market.

3.4 The Scenarios of CNC-Coin’s Application
1. As an alliance platform, CNC-Chain uses CNC-Coin to acquire asset rights and
interests, which will be operated by the foundation that all Token holders vote for;
2. When using Token, enterprises on the alliance Chain of CNC-Chain regard Token
as "Token", instead of "payment currency". For example, in the scene of commodity
exchange, users use "cash + Token" to get the right of return when they recharge their
Token, the more Token they use, the more ratio of return they can get. In scenarios
such as eco-farm, users can get a superior option or discount when they pay for a farm
land or a service by using a mixture of cash and tokens.

The total circulation of CNCC is 1 billion, and the total amount is constant. The
specific allocation plan is as follows:

1. Foundation: 50%, foundation operation, used for the establishment and operation
of CNC-Chain foundation.
2. Foundation team & early contributors: 20%, used for the cost of CNC-Chain
foundation team, operation team and the later cost for talents recruitment as well
as rewards for the early contributors involved in the early establishment of CNCC
ecology.
The rule of lock-in: from the day when the Token is on the exchange, it costs
three years to be released, 30% for the 1st year;30% for the 2nd year;40% for the
3rd year.
3. Rewards for developers: 10%, used for the rewards given to the developers
involved in the products design and R&D for CNC-Chain.

The rule of lock-in: from the day when the Token is on the exchange, it costs
three years to be released, 30% for the 1st year;30% for the 2nd year;40% for the
3rd year.
4. Community operation: 5%, used for encouraging users in CNC-Chain
community as candies.
The rule of lock-in: from the day when the Token is on the exchange, it costs
three years to be released, 30% for the 1st year;30% for the 2nd year;40% for the
3rd year.
5. Circulation:15%, used for cornerstone investment and private placement, 20% of
which will be allocated to the stage of cornerstone investment; 80% for private
placement.
The commitment to lock-in: from the day when the Token is on the exchange,
10% of it will be issued in the first time, others to be released in nine months,
namely, 10% each month.

CNCC currently accepts currency for exchange: USDT

4.1 The Structure of CNCC’s Ecology System
A portion of the funds raised through the ICO will be allocated to optimize the
platform, complete the source code, and reward developers for writing code that will
promote uniform adoption by all stakeholders in the blockchain to realize full
compatibility. Through the alliance chain of digital asset rights and interests, relevant
industrial parties can obtain the equity investment and swap by CNCC.

4.2 Fund Investment Strategy and Portfolio
As an important part of the CNC-Chain ecosystem, the foundation will hold a certain
number of Token to invest in related enterprises and continuously acquire equity
assets, with the purpose of promoting the use of CNC-Chain technology in the
digitalization of asset rights and interests, and associating Token with the economy of
asset rights and interests.

4.3 Special Claim
We abide by the laws and regulations of various countries and forbid the participation
of Chinese citizens, American citizens and other citizens from the countries where
forbid transactions related with CNC-Chain during the global public fund raising
period. If there is any violation, CNC-Chain will not bear any responsibility.

5.1 The Contribution Stage of Cornerstone Investment &
Private Placement
Many industry leaders and investors made significant contributions during the early
development of the CNC-Chain project. In order to appreciate them for their input and
to maintain a long-term partnership with them, the following are the contribution
stage and the corresponding amount to be raised:’
The first stage is the cornerstone period, with 30,000,000 CNCC to be raised,
and the exchange period has ended;
The second stage is 1st phase of the private placement, in which approximately
16,000,000 USDT or equivalent digital assets shall be raised and about
80,000,000 CNCC shall be exchanged.
The third stage is the 2nd phase of private placement, in which approximately
10,000,000 USDT or equivalent digital assets shall be raised and about
40,000,000 CNCC shall be exchanged.

5.2 The Platform for Private Placement
The public purchase platform will include Singapore's CNC-Chain official website
and other OTC platforms.

5.3 The Price of Private Placement
The periodic price to investors is shown in the figure below: as the private placement
progresses, the discount to investors will decrease.
A total of 1 billion CNCC tokens were issued.
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From the day when the Token is on the exchange, 10% of
it will be issued in the first time, others to be released in
nine months, namely, 10% each month.

5.4 The Legal Issues of Purchasing CNCC
Most tokens are digital assets that are provided directly by the team. In the private
placement stage, investors, excluded from China and the United States (including the
United States and the District of Columbia), Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands or any
other territory of the United States, has the qualification to participate in, because it is
regarded as the angel investment on the project, which is not regulated by the
"securities law", and are not subject to the jurisdiction of the Chinese legal regulations.
Besides the private placement stage, citizens from China and the U.S are prohibited
from participating through its official website in other stages as well.
Within the legal framework, the CNC-Chain team takes a highly cautious attitude
towards legal risks provided by Token. On this basis, the CNC-Chain team may adjust
the Token sales strategy to minimize legal risks necessarily throughout the process.
In private placement stage, investors must be "qualified investors". If they do not
qualify for the whitelist, they will not be allowed to participate in the Token offering.

6.1 Governance Structure
1. The establishment of the CNC-Chain foundation
CNC-Chain has set up a foundation in Singapore with an organization consisting of
the council and the executive committees to run and manage the community and to
protect and manage the funds raised for beneficiaries.
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2. The council of CNC-Chain
The council of CNC-Chain will be responsible for the community convention of
CNC-Chain, which will be responsible for managing and supervising the core
members of the executive committee, and the council will elect digital asset holders
every two years, depending on the number of assets and the duration of the asset
holdings.
In the process of issuing digital assets, first of all, the core members of CNC-Chain, as
well as the members of the first council, should be decided at first. Second, 100
community representatives will be elected according to the number of assets, industry
attributes, working experience and working years. Finally, 10 members of the council
will be elected and authorized to make decisions on behalf of the foundation. The

council will be investigated during its term of office, and any resolution to be
implemented should be approved by voting consents from at least two-thirds of the
council's members.

3. The executive committee of CNC-Chain
The executive committee of CNC-Chain is composed of the nomination &
remuneration committee, the risk control committee, the public relations committee,
the technical review committee and the investment coordination committee. Members
of the committees will perform their duties to carry out practical work.

4. The community convention of CNC-Chain
The community convention of CNC-Chain shall have the highest power, consisting of
digital asset holders elected from the community, whose functions are described as
follows:
(1) To modify the regulation of the convention of CNC-Chain;
(2) To supervise the implementation of the regulation of CNC-Chain;
(3) To select and alter the members of the council;
(4) To revoke the inappropriate decision made by the council;
(5) To approve major and significant changes.

As the basic rule of foundation governance, CNC-Chain’s Supervision Regulation can
be inquired from official website publicly. CNC-Chain’s Supervision Regulation will
be carried out after the project keeps running for six months on trial. The first edition
will be made by foundation and the community convention will be held in 2 years.
Conventions after that will be held according to the will of the members in the council
or at least the will of a fifth of digital asset holders.

6.2 Risk Control
By adopting consensus protocols, smart contracts, digital signatures, encrypted
wallets and other security measures, CNC-Chain ensures the security of end-user
accounts and funds and provides the highest level of asset protection technology,
enabling data applications and transactions to be integrated into the blockchain
network so as to build a secure network environment. In addition, a series of technical
and management measures will be taken to ensure CNC-Chain’s reliable and safe
operation.
The council of CNC-Chain complies with laws and regulations and business ethics
within its jurisdiction, providing transparent financial management; The council will
invite prestigious audit associates worldwide to evaluate the foundation's financial
information, and will publish the results of those reports without any reservations or
interventions.

The initial R&D strength of CNC-Chain is still weak. In order to complete the various
systems proposed by us as soon as possible and optimize the CNC-Chain’s platform
rapidly and iteratively, the CNC-Chain R&D team will adopt a periodic R&D method,
stage by stage and step by step.
Currently, the team's main R&D efforts will focus on the development of the basic
facilities of CNC-Chain. With the development and enhancement of the community
ecological power, the CNC-Chain will gradually develop itself through iterative
evolution and turn to be a public Chain. In order to make the development process
open and transparent, the R&D team will update the progress related to the R&D
work in a weekly manner on GitHub, a platform where project’s codes are hosted on it,
so that the community members can obtain the information timely.
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8.1 The Core Team
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New

Commerce Committee of WOGC,
UN


The secretary-general of Jixianlin
Foundation

Chen Shaoxiong

Co-initiator


The vice director of World New
Commerce Committee of WOGC,
UN



The chairman of the New Asia
Pacific Group

Zhao Xuanhao

Co-initiator


The

secretary

of

World

New

Commerce Committee of WOGC,
UN


The dean of Korean International
Art Association



The CEO of Korean Dazangjing
Maintenance Consortium

Yang Zhihong

Co-initiator


The vice director of World New
Commerce Committee of WOGC,
UN



The executive director of Guoang
Group

Wang Changhua

Co-initiator


The chairman of Zhongyi Huasheng
Group



Expert of the digitalization of asset

rights and interests


Experienced

investor

for

angle

investment

2. Consultants
Queudrue·Gha

Consultant


The

representative

of

French

government

Benjamin Borsodi

The mayor of Peeron Amundsen

Consultant


Expert

of

blockchain

project’s

financing

Thomas Gyertyanagi

Early investor

Consultant


Experienced expert of blockchain
technology



Former member of Forty-Seven
team

Jim Zhou

Consultant


Former

operation

manager

of

Australia Lend Lease in China


Early investor of bitcoin



Former CEO of Jim Gold Star
Building Material Trading LLc,
Dubai

8.2 Partnership
This list is in no particular order:
Zhongmo Commodity Futures Exchange, Yuanchao General Trading LLc, Washi
Technology, Guoang Investment, China Council for International Investment
Promotion, Jixianlin Foundation, the New Asia Pacific Group, the Sino-EU
Communication Association, Morocco government, the Association of Chinese
Minority ‘s Ancient Cultural Relics, South Korean Buddhist Group, Korean Institute
of Ancient Culture, the Financial Development Research Center of China, Huayu
Kawei Asset Management co., LTD and etc.

This white paper is only used to convey the information related to CNC-Chain, which
does not constitute investment decision recommendations. This white paper does not
pose any investment recommendation. Token is mainly used for swap, investment for
asset rights and interests of enterprises on the alliance chain, and is to be used in the
project scenarios of enterprises on the alliance chain, instead of any legal tender or
right and interest The CNC-Chain’s operation team does not promise any investment
return to the users.

